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FUNGICIDES
lipis
saneante de moho

TOOLS
disolvente de limpieza 

OILS AND FATS
desincrustois

DETERGENT CLEANERS
teais cleaner
teais deter
teais lim-ps

WOOD CLEANERS
teais nutrimad

CEMENT REMAINS
coais super
coais super gel

SALTS
limsal 

OXYDES
lioxis

Learn more about our complete line of products
www.teais.escl
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microorganism and pollutants 
cleaner

Lipis  is a concentrated liquid product formulated 
for cleaning and removing microorganism, dirty 
and wastes on stones, face brickwork facades, 
composites and others. Translucent appearance 
and soluble in water.

It is used for cleaning on natural and artificial stone, 
composites, concrete, face brick, fibrocement, 
floor tiles, small tiles, gres tiles, renders, cement 
mortars, wood, etc. For cleaning polluted walls 
having mould or fungus. 

Apply in one coating and rub with a brush, if 
necessary, when cleaning. Then clean and apply 
SANIS so as to eliminate any possible penetrating 
fungus.
Packaging: 1 l, 5 l, 25 l
Consumption: 5 sqm/l

liquid for mould removal for 
walls and ceilings

Saneante de moho high concentrated liquid with 
high performance to clean, made for absorbent 
surfaces and to clean them up removing pollution 
caused by moss and algae.

It is used on polluted surfaces contaminated by 
concrete, natural and artificial stone, faced brick, 
mortar rough coating, tiles, fibercement, etc.

Very suitable for cleaning contaminated supports 
by moss in bath areas, kitchens, windows 
perimeter, areas of thermic bonding agents, 
against pillars or beams. As a previous treatment 
in cleaning up before painting.

Packaging: 1 l, 5 l, 25 l
Consumption: 5 to 7  sqm/l 

lipis
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mineral grease, asphalt and 
oils remover

Solvent specially formulated for cleaning tools and 
machinery.

Not suitable for diluting paints and varnishes.

It is mainly used for cleaning and maintenace.

Desincrustois is a cleaner agent product for 
asphalts, tars and very embedded greases based 
on solvents. It is powered with emulsifying agents. 
This is the reason because results a liquid with 
high dispersion performace which is be able to 
remove the most difficult spots.

Used for cleaning on concrete floors on workshops, 
factories, garages, parkings (affected by polluting 
fluids). 

For cleaning embeddings of tar grease, oil, asphalt, 
etc

Packaging: 0,75 l, 5 l, 20 l
Consumption: depending on use

Packaging: 0,75 l, 5 l, 20 l
Consumption: 3 to 5  sqm/l 

desincrustois
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concentrate neutral detergent

Teais Cleaner is a neutral detergent with high 
concentration that cleans without damaging the 
materials.

Suitable for cleaning floors and coverings. Suitable 
for cleaning floors made of natural stone with a 
polished finish. 

Porcelain stoneware, ceramic and glazzed 
stoneware, extruded stoneware, cement, wood, 
plastic sheets, linoleum, rubber and PVC, etc. TEAIS 
CLEANER is a cleaner suitable for maintenance.

Packaging: 1 l, 5 l
Consumption: 50 to 1500 sqm depending on 
dilution

acid-based scrubbing detergent 
and surfactants

Teais Deter  is an high performance acid descaling 
detergent agent.

It is used for removing polish from works of 
coverings placement. Removes saltpeter and 
efflorescence, calcareous incrustations. It cleans 
and descaling at the same time and removes rust 
spots. It can be used on ceramic supports, glazed 
stoneware, porcelain, mud, natural stone resistant 
to acid. TEAIS DETER is suitable for cleaning in 
works.

Packaging: 1 l, 5 l, 20 l
Consumption: diluted in water 1:5 until 1:10
          de 10 à 40 sqm/l

teais 
cleaner

teais deter
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special cleaner for solar panels 
and glass

soapy professional 
concentrated cleaner for wood

Teais lim-ps is a cleaning product specially 
formulated based on surface-active and volatile 
compounds for cleaning and maintenance on 
solar panels and glasses

It is used for cleaning surfaces on solar panels, 
removing easily as dust as dirty remaining on the 
panels (bird droppings, smaill insects, etc). 

For cleaning and maintenance on glass surfaces.

Teais nutrimad  is formulated based on non-
ionicsc surfactants, high quality nutrient oils, and 
additives that dilute dirty without living any trace 
on wood.

For the cleaning and maintenance of floors and 
several types of wood surfaces (Neither apply 
onto fine woods nor onto wooden surfaces wi-
thout protection). TEAIS NUTRIMAD because its 
special formulation with high quality oils, provide  
the best quality on wood maintenance. 

TEAIS NUTRIMAD is also an excellent cleaner for 
TEAIS MICROCEMENTO and all types of smooth 
finish mortar

Packaging: 1 l, 5 l
Consumption: depending on use

Packaging: 0,75 l, 5 l
Consumption: 20 to 60 cc into 10 l of water 

teais 
nutrimad
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very active cleaner for 
cement residues and oxides 

based on acids and surfactants
Coais Super  is a cleaner agent with high 
concentration formulated form the combination 
of acids and surfactants that has the property 
of diluting and removing the wastes made of 
cement, concrete, lime, mortar and rust on floors, 
walls, etc.

For cleaning floors, faced brick walls, timber 
formwork, spot cleaning of rust on stone, cement 
and lime wastes etc. For the application is required 
to do a previous test that verifies the suitabilility of 
the product.

Packaging: 1 l, 5 l, 25 l
Consumption: 10 to 15 sqm/l

chemical super cleaner agent 
in gel consistency.

Coais Super Gel  is a super cleaner agent specially 
formulated in base on substances of acid nature, 
surfactant and additives, as rust inhibitors that 
allows a better wetting, penetration and removal 
of the areas to clean.
Very suitable for cleaning work wastes, cements, 
lime, rust and salts both in vertical and horizontal 
supports. 

It is used in slabs, ceramics, gres, natural stone, 
pools, facades, fountains, terraces, formworks, 
work machinery and metals.

Packaging: 1 l, 5 l, 25 l 
Consumption: 10 to 15 sqm/l

coais
super

coais 
super gel
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Lioxis is a concentrated liquid that applied on 
rusted surfaces removes the rust and passivates 
the substrate of the corrosion having time to 
protect with the most suitable primer.

In the cleaning and passivation of rust on old 
metallic surfaces. As an anticorrosive base of 
primer.

Consumpt on: 5 to 7  sqm/l

surface salts cleaner

Limsal is a liquid product specially designed 
for cleaning superficial salts in several 
supports in construction. LIMSAL forms a thin 
coat that softens and attack salts removing 
them.

Limsal  is used on several supports in 
construction where is required to remove the 
superficial salts incrustations, facades, stone 
walls, faced brick facades, mortars without 
cover and mortars with finishes in stone, etc

Consumpt on: 5 to 7  sqm/l 

limsal
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Packaging: 1 l, 5 l, 25 l

Packaging: 1 l, 5 l, 25 l




